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Abstract - Computers are one of the most stupendous inventions of all time. Operating a computer in a well effective 

manner is essential. With a little bit of practice, any person can use a computer effectively. But as of now the operation of a 
computer for a differently-abled person is a hindrance. But what if there was a way for them to operate the system just as any 

normal person? The proposed model that has been developed based on computer vision provides the user with a convenient 

interface that enables the user to control the entire system through facial gestures. Each facial expression is assigned specific 
tasks that enable the user to operate the system. The different task refers to mouse clicks, moving the mouse pointers, typing, 

etc. This model has a very user-friendly GUI which enables any type of user to understand the interface within minutes. The 
future work of this proposed model is to create a separate OS for differently-abled persons which will be more convenient 

for users to operate. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Generally, the disabled people are left out of the 

technological innovation because they have difficulty 

in interfacing with the computer. Using our 

application they would be able to operate the 

computer on their own in a convenient way. Our 

project aims at providing the disabled with an 

application interface that allows them to use the 

computer as that of a normal person. In this project, 

we have enabled the user to operate any computer 

using facial gestures and movement which is 

analogous to mouse and keyboard operations. The 

facial landmarks such as landmarks for nose, eyes, 

mouth are detected using “shape predictor 68 face 

landmarks” [1] a predefined package. This uses 68 

landmarks on the face such as curves, corners of the 

mouth and eyes, tip of the nose etc. The landmarks 

are detected using an ensemble of regression trees. 

This machine learning model is trained using HELEN 

[3] dataset.  

 

The landmarks on a face detected using the above 

method returns an array of coordinates of the detected 

landmarks. Using this we can detect the nose, mouth, 

eyes exact location in the video. Thus the aspect ratio 

of each shape is calculated thus opening and closing 

of the mouth, eyes can be detected. The landmark on 

the tip of the nose is used as the mouse pointer.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

 

Eye gaze detection system for impaired user GUI 

control as mentioned in [1]
6
: In this method, the 

authors Jared Hughes; Samhita Rhodes; Bruce E. 

Dunne have used the eye gaze and eye motion to 

control GUI. Since the proposed system comprises 

only the eye gaze, the accuracy is high but the 

functionalities provided is inadequate.  

 

 

Fig.1. Eye Gaze detection and implementation. 

 

Camera-Based HCI System Allowing People with 

Disabilities to control the mouse pointer using the tip 

of the eyebrow as mentioned in [2]
7
:  

 

In this method, the authors W. Akram, L. Tiberii, and 

M. Betke have used the tip of the eyebrow as a 

feature to track and control the mouse pointer for 

disabled and have created an interface containing 

common tasks depending on the user‟s interest. 

 

 

Fig.2. Tip of eyebrow detection and implementation. 
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One Millisecond Face Alignment with an Ensemble 

of Regression Trees as mentioned in [3]
1
: In this 

method, the authors, V. Kazemi, and J. Sullivan used 

an ensemble of regression trees algorithm to detect 

landmarks on the face. They trained this regression 

model on the HELEN3 dataset. This model is used to 

predict the face landmarks such as nose, eyes, mouth, 

etc. 

 

Fig.3 Usage of ensemble of regression trees for detecting the 

landmarks on a face. 

 

III. MODULES DESCRIPTION 

 

The expression-based control system is a system 

application that helps the disabled and physically 

challenged users especially the handicapped to use 

the system in a more elementary and uncomplicated 

way. In this system, we provide the user with an 

application system interface [4] which allows the user 

to operate the computer applications by using their 

facial gestures and motion. This application system is 

classified into the following modes.1) Initial mode 2) 

Application mode 3) Mouse Pointer mode 4) Easy 

access mode. Using the following modes and the 

system the disabled user will be able to access and 

operate various primary applications in a comfortable 

way. The initial mode is the mode in which only the 

mouth opening gesture is possible. When the gesture 

is performed for more than ten frames the user will 

enter the application mode. Once the user has entered 

the application mode the user can use the particular 

app using the facial gestures and motions. In the same 

way, if the mouth gesture is held open for more than 

ten frames the user will be able to enter the next 

mode that is the Mouse pointer mode. After that, in 

the same sequential manner, the user can enter the 

Easy access mode which includes the functionalities 

of invoking the Cortana and closing the currently 

used application and choose the current app from the 

multiple windows tab. 

 

IV. MODULES IMPLEMENTATION  

 

The diagrammatic representation of the workflow and 

implementation of the application system that has 

been developed as shown in [7] is as follows. Once 

we start the application, we will have an interface and 

a camera monitoring interface on our screen. In the 

application interface, we will have all the frequently 

used applications and the user can add more 

applications by using the add button as in [4]. 

 

Once we start running the application, we will enter 

into the initial mode where all the gestures except the 

mouth opening gesture won‟t work. Once the mouth 

threshold area that is the area inside the lips is greater 

than a particular value and the mouth is considered to 

be open for more than ten frames theuser will enter 

into the application mode which will take the user 

into the currently running application. 

 

Once we enter the application mode, two different 

threads will be implemented and start running one for 

the interface and the other one for the background 

activities that are related to the facial gestures and 

how they are alternatively used for keyboard and 

mouse. Flowingly, a shape predictor package is used 

to predict the different parts of our face like the eyes 

and the other components and is stored in the form of 

an array of points as each component is actually 

mapped in the Cartesian system as a set of points and 

is stored in separate arrays with each point‟s 

coordinates as the values. Then each frame will be 

converted to a grayscale frame and the face that is in 

closer proximity to the camera will be identified and 

will be thereafter used for controlling the 

applications. 

 

 

Fig.4.Application interface for the system proposed. (Bottom 

Right Corner). 

 

Then by invoking a predictor function in the shape 

predictor package, we will obtain all the array of 

points for each component of the face accordingly. 

Once they are obtained we will use them to compute 

the area of the mouth, left eye, right eye, and the 

centre point of the nose. 

 

Then we will also compute the angle by which the 

face will be tilted and will be used for controlling 
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various applications. Once everything is calculated, 

we find the application that is currently being used. In 

this application, we have a music player, word 

processor, file explorer, and a web browser. In the 

case of a music player, tilting the head towards the 

right will cause the current music fast forward. If the 

head is tilted towards the left the song will be rewind. 

In the case of a wink, we check the threshold area of 

both the eyes. If the right eye open area is less it‟s 

then considered accordingly and the right-click 

operation will be performed. Similarly, if the left eye 

open area is less, then it is considered accordingly 

and the left click will be performed accordingly. If 

both the eyes are closed it will perform the pause and 

play operation analogous to the operation performed 

when the space key is pressed in the keyboard. 

 

 

Fig.5.Notepad and On-screen keyboard usage implementation 

using Face Gestures. 

 

In the case of a notepad, an on-screen keyboard will 

be opened simultaneously and the pointer will point 

to the centre of the keyboard. Then by mapping the 

nose pointer movement as in [5] the pointer in the 

keyboard will be dragged in the same way as that of 

the nose pointer and by winking their eyes they will 

be able to type the letters. If they close both eyes, the 

mouse pointer will move to the suggestion box and 

the person can choose the auto-generated suggested 

word accordingly. 

 

Fig.6. Web Browser usage implementation using the Face 

gestures. 

 

In the case of a web browser as shown in [6], by 

knowing whether the user is going to type or not the 

on-screen keyboard will pop up and the user 

operations are the same as we used in notepad.  

 

Fig.7. Workflow of the application system 

 

Tilting the user‟s face towards the right results in 

backspace operation and tilting it towards the left 

results in a new tab. To close a tab, the user should 

move his face right such that the nose pointer moves 

towards the right with the left eyes closed. If both the 

eyes are closed for a certain limit of frames, the user 

will enter the scroll mode. If the user moves his face 

up the nose pointer moves up and the scroll up 

operation is performed. If the user moves his head 

down then the scroll down operation is performed 

accordingly. 

 

 

Fig.8.Implementation of easy access mode 

 

The next mode is the Easy Access Mode which is 

shown in [8]; in this mode we can close the 

application we are working on by tilting our head 

towards the right. We can access the multi-windows 

tab page accordingly by tilting our face towards the 

left. If we close our eyes it will open Cortona and we 
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will have a speech to text option available for the 

convenience of the user. 

 

Fig.9. Classification of the application into  different layers. 

 

The application that has been proposed and 

implemented can be classified into different layers. 

The layers are namely, the backend layer which 

includes the backend working of the project that has 

been made invisible to the user for the application to 

be abstract and makes the application convenient for 

the user to use. The presentation layer is the layer that 

is visible to the user or in other words, it is the 

interface that is provided to the user for convenient 

usage. The operation layer comprises of the various 

facial movements and gestures that the user can use 

to perform operations analogous to that of the 

keyboard and mouse input devices. The data access 

layer consists of all the functions performed by the 

application for detection and conversion and 

calculation and creation of various aspects like the 

shape prediction that is used to generate an array of 

points for each facial components, grey scale 

conversion is used in order to detect the face that is 

nearest to the camera that is being used to detect the 

user‟s face. Hence,the clear description of the 

different layers has been provided in [9]. 

 

V. PSEUDO CODE 

 

 
EnumHandler: 

 
  1:  Xpos, ypos: user application coordinates 

  2: Width, length: user application viewing size 

 3: Application string array: Applications whose       

size need not be changed 

  4: If(window name in array): 

  5:      Break 

  6: Else: 

  7:      Move window to desired position and size 

 
Eye_aspect_ratio: 

 
  1:         A=distance between eye points 1&5 

  2:         B=distance between eye points 2&4        

  3: C=distance between eye points 0&3 

  4: Ear= Aspect ratio of eye width and height 

  5:          Return ear 

 
Mouth_aspect_ratio: 

 
1:           A= distance between mouth points 13&19 

2: B= distance between mouth points 14&18 

3: C= distance between mouth points 15&17 

4: D= distance between mouth points 12&16 

5:         Mar=Aspect ratio between mouth width and 

height 

6: Return mar 

 
Direction: 

1: Nx,ny= current nose point coordinates 

2: X,y= actual nose point coordinates 

3: If nx> width of pointer box: 

4:  Return „right‟ 

5: If nx< width of pointer box: 

6:  Return „left‟ 

7: If ny> height of pointer box: 

8:  Return „down‟ 

9: If ny< height of pointer box: 

10:  Return „up‟ 

11: Return „-„ 

 
CheckIfProcessRunning: 

 
1: For variable in all running process: 

2:  If process name = variable: 

3:   Return true 

4: Return false 

 
Angle_calc: 

 
1:           Lefteyecentre=lefteye.mean 

2: Righteyecentre=righteye.mean 

3: X,y=left eye centre to right eye centre line     

coordinates 

4: Angle=np.degrees(x,y) 

5: Return angle 

 
Start: 

1: Mouth_threash= minimum mouth shape area for          

mouth open 

2: Eye_threash= minimum eye shape area for eye 

closed 

3: Wink_diff_threash= difference in area between 

each eye for wink 

4: Input_mode_type: to change input mode like 

application mode, ease access mode, Mouse pointer 

mode 

 

6:   Shape_predictor=path for the package  

7:   shape_predictor_68_face_landmark.dat 

8:   Detector= dlib face detector  
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9:   Predictor=dlib shape predictor 

10:  (lstart,lend)= left eye points array 

11:  (rstart,rend):=right eye points array 

12:  (nstart, nend)= nose points array 

13:  (mstart,mend)= mouth points array 

 

14:  Vid= capture video from cam (0) 

15:  Frame=frame. Resize to camera width and 

camera frame 

16:  Gray=convert resized frame to gray scale 

17:  Rect=detect face 

18:  Shape=predict eyes, nose, mouth 

 

19:  Mar=mouth_aspect_ratio(mouth) 

20:  Leftear=eye_aspect_ratio(lefteye) 

21:  Rightear=eye_aspect_ratio(righteye) 

22:  Ear=mean aspect ratio on left and right eye 

23:  Diff_ear=aspect ratio difference of both eyes 

 

24:  If mouth_aspect_ratio>mouth_threash: 

25:   If (mouth_counter>mouth_frames): 

26:  Input_mode= input _mode+1 

27:  If (input_mode==3) 

28:  Input_mode=0 

 

29:  S1=current open application 

 

30:  If (input_mode==1): 

31: Nx,ny=get current mouse pointer 

coordinates 

32: Move=direction (nx,ny) 

33:  If (current application==”Spotify”): 

34:  If (angle>25): 

35:   Rewind audio 

36:  If (angle<25): 

37:   Fast forward audio 

38:  If (left eye winked): 

39:   Leftclick 

40:  Else if (right eye winked): 

41:   If (move=”up”): 

42:    Volume up 

43:   Elseif (move==”down”): 

44:    Volume down 

45: If (both eye winked): 

46:  Pause/play audio 

47:  If (application=”notepad”): 

48: If “Onscreen Keyboard” not opens: 

49:  Start “Onscreen Keyboard” 

50: If (angle>25): 

51:  Backspace 

52: If (left eye winked):  

53:  Left click 

54: Else if (right eye winked): 

55:  Right click 

56: If (both eye winked): 

57:            Move mouse pointer to recommendation      

words 

58: If (move=”right”): 

59:  Move mouse pointer to right 

60: If (move=”left”): 

61:  Move mouse pointer to left 

62: If (move=”up”): 

63:  Move mouse pointer to up 

64: If (move=”down”): 

65:  Move mouse pointer to down 

 

66:  If (application=”Google Chrome”): 

67: If “Onscreen keyboard” not open: 

68:  Start Onscreen Keyboard 

69: If (angle>25):  

70:  Backspace 

71: Else if (angle<-25): 

72:  Add new tab 

73: If (left eye winked): 

74:  Left click 

75:  If (input area): 

76:  Open Onscreen Keyboard 

77:  Move cursor to Onscreen Keyboard centre 

78:  If (move=”right”): 

79:   Close current tab 

80: Else if (right eye winked): 

81:  Right click 

82: If (both eye winked): 

83:  Scroll mode ON/OFF 

84: If (move=”right”): 

85:  Move cursor to right 

86: If (move=”left”): 

87:  Move cursor to left 

88: If (move=”up”): 

89:  If (scroll mode): 

90: Scroll page up 

91:  Else: 

92: Move cursor to up 

93:  If (move=”down”): 

94:    If (scroll mode): 

95: Scroll page down 

96:   Else: 

97: Move cursor to down 

 

98:  If (input_mode==2): 

99: X,y=actual nose pointer location coordinates 

100: Nx,ny=moved nose pointer location 

coordinates 

101: Move=direction(x,y,nx,ny) 

102: If (left eye winked): 

103:  Left click 

104:  If(input area): 

105:  Open Onscreen Keyboard 

106:  Move mouse pointer to centre 

107: If (right eye winked): 

108:  Right click 

109: If (both eye winked): 

110:  Scroll mode on 

111:   If (move=”right”): 

112:  Move cursor to right 

113: If (move=”left”): 

114:  Move cursor to left 

115: If (move=”up”): 
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116:            If (scroll mode): 

117:         Scroll page up 

118:  Else: 

119: Move cursor to up 

120: If (move=”down”): 

121:  If (scroll mode): 

122: Scroll page down 

123:  Else: 

124: Move cursor to down 

 

125:  If (input_mode==3): 

126: X, y=actual nose pointer location 

coordinates 

127: Nx, ny=moved nose pointer location 

coordinates 

128: Move=direction(x,y,nx,ny) 

129: If (angle>25): 

130:  Close current application 

131: If (angle<-25): 

132:  Current Open application interface 

133:  If (left eye winked): 

134:  Left click 

135:  If (input area): 

136:  Open Onscreen Keyboard 

Move cursor to Onscreen Keyboard centre  

137: Else if (right eye winked): 

138:  Right click 

139: If (both eye winked): 

140:  Open cortana 

141: If (move=”right”): 

142:  Move cursor to right 

143: If (move=”left”): 

144:  Move cursor to left 

150: If (move=”up”): 

151:          If (scroll mode): 

152:             Scroll page up 

153:       Else: 

154:     Move cursor to up 

155: If (move=”down”): 

156:           If (scroll mode): 

157:          Scroll page down 

158:      Else: 

159:      Move cursor to down 

 

VI. FORMULAE AND EQUATION 

 

Eye Aspect Ratio: 

 

Where, 

p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6 are eye landmarks         coordinates  

 
Mouth Aspect Ratio: 

 

Where, 

p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8 are eye landmarks         

coordinates . 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

The model proposed can be approximated to be a 

feasible solution for the differently abled to use the 

computer without any difficulties. The project can be 

further developed into an OS where various threads 

can be used to run different applications 

simultaneously and efficiently. 
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